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• No human expert needed
• Automatically collect performance data on single, isolated fuzzers
• Linear, instead of exponential growth
• Target-independent: predict one fuzzer combination, use on all future binaries
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• Find fuzzers that are *complementary*.
  • Fuzzers are complementary when they solve *different branches*

• Ideal, theoretical scenario:
  • Test fuzzer on *all* possible branches
  • Compare two fuzzers on the same branches: how often did they solve different branches?

• Real-world scenario:
  • Find diverse set of binaries
  • Fuzz binaries for a short time, but many times
  • Use different seeds to explore more of the program space
Overview

![Diagram of Cupid and Fuzzing Process]
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• How well does CUPID predict real-world rankings?
  • Strong positive correlation
• Does the automatic selection by CUPID beat two different combinations by ENFuzz?
  • Yes: slightly more code coverage, faster, more bugs.
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Conclusion

- Use complementary fuzzers to maximize return on investment given fixed resources
- Data on single, isolated fuzzer runs can be used to predict well-performing fuzzer combinations
- Data-driven approach of CUPID beats expert guided fuzzer picks
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